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VOTING IS STRONG IN PRIMARY TODAY
Murray Lions
Meet Tonight

oueett.ers

Explosion Rocks
in HHoldere
Missile Center On Friday
With Nine Killed

ion

Truman To Address
Kentucky's Lawyers

Almost 9,000 Voters Expected
To Cast Ballot For Favorites

Kentucky lawyers who will lather in Louisville May 24 through
Election day dawned bright, 'legislators who voted against the
The Murray Lions Clubs will May 26 for the 1961 Kentucky
hold a dinner meeting tonight at State Bar Association annual con- clear and cool in Calloway County sales tax in the 1960 General As6:30 at the Murray Woman's Club vention, are gong to be in for this morning and the sunny day sembly.
Another legislator voting ala stimulating three days.
boosted the estimates of the num'loge.
The May meeting of the Chief
They had best be prepared to ber of votes which will be cast gainst the sales tax. incumbent
legates to the state convenChennubby District Committee of
Rep. Henry C. Neel. of HendertieS in Owensboro which closed have the;r brains picked by some today.
Poy Scout of America was held
An estimated 9,000 persons son County, a Democrat, has three
yeslerday will give reports to the of the outstanding members of
Friday evening. May 19th. at the
crowded to the polls today to elect opponents in the primary and
club. The meeting will be shorter their profession, too.
Calloway County Health Building.
The tightly packed schedule in- a large number.of city and coun- one in the November election.
than usual in order that members
conThe Chief (7hennubby District
Hilton, who is seeking the DMi2an follow the election returns. cludes special seminars and panel ty officials.
sists of the counties of Calloway,
discussions. Taking part in these
Even. office in the courthouse ocratic nomination for senator in
Graves and Marshall.
e ill be such well known men as except that of the Circuit Clerk the 32nd District. comprising CarROCKET CENTER. W. Va. WS hours after the first blast were
CLUB TO MEET
The meeting was presided over
H. Alva Brumfield, Baton Rouge, will be filled in the election to- ter, Elliott. Greenup and Lewis
— Investigators today sought the denied by ABI. officials. They by Dr. Howard Titsworth, District
-counties. is opposed by former
La., Josh H. Grose, San Antonio,
m.,
p.
4
about
blast
second
a
said
Althe
cause of an explosion at
' The Parents Club of New Con- Charles 1 Pierce, Jr.. New York
Operating Chairman in the abstate Highway Commissioner Bert
legany Ballistics Laboratory that EDT, was merely one of a series
cord
ilogancamp,
School
will
hold
Thomas
reguDr.
their
sence of
Is Strong
Vol,ng
Kiser. of Olive Hill. Kiser has
Daniel
Cantor.
Philadelphia
City.
from
occurred
which
explosions
declinof
They
killed nine workers
lar' monthly meeting Thursday, and Judge John S. Palmore, HenDistrict Chairman, with fourteen
By 1:00 o'clock th,s afternoon the support of the Chandler facstructhe
of
one
in
stored
powder
of
cause
the
on
ed to speculate
May 25th at 7:30 p. m
meeting
voting machines had registered tion.
Mrs. James Rudy A I lb r itten
derson, Ky.
tures which were swept by fire. persons attending The
the blast.
was opened by Rodger Carbaugh.
In the Daviess-Hancock-McClean
The convention's special guest, a total of 4670 voters. If this
for
control
of
out
raged
fire
injured
The
were
workers
Six other
who
Executive,
Scout
District
pace cont4li..es the total vote District, the state administration
former
President
Harry
Truman,
itself
burned
and
hours
several
dethat
blast
the
MAday in
showed a film-strip "The Advancewoil give the main address at the should be near 9,000 voters. supports Reid, while his oppostroyed a powder casting building out about 5 p. m., EDT.
ment Idea in the BOY- Scouting
annual
banquet on Thursday night. Lines of voters were at almost nents inchels former Owensboro
buildthe
of
one
said
AEI.
The
at
structure
testing
motor
and a
Program". Dr. Titsworth reported
•'l voting places today while Mayor Casper Cap Gardiner. who
May 25.
the Navy's missile center nine ings destroyed was the "pilot plant
which included
has the hacking of Chandler, and
A healthy share of entertain- voting was going on.
cast building,' where casting pow- on coming events
miles west of Cumberland, Md.
council operating committee meetNey E. Jones, also of Owensboro.
ment has also been planned for
Four of the injured were hos- - -der. one of the ingredients used
Patrick is the Combs-supporting on June 5th. Camp Work Weekthe members and their guests. A
pitalized and two were treated in propellant systems. was poured
end on June 10th and Summer
gala reception will be held at day and city voters will fill every ed candidate in the four-county
for minor injuries and released. into molds.
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten was Met governor and member of the convention headquarters. the Ken- office in the city government.
18th. Subdistrict which includes the state
The other structure levelled by Camp starting June
Funeral arrangements were becommittee reports were given by installed president of the Murray 'Murray Club. Mrs. Lowry thanked tucky Hotel, in honor of Mr. TruVoters will also natne a State capital. The Chandler faction -suping made today for the deceased the explosion was located near
ports Marvin E,Iwards, a LawrenceDr. Titsworth on Organizations and Woman's club for the second year the group for, supporting her in man. and there is also in the Representative.
who were taken to the George the cast building and was known
Clegg on Friday evening at a general the state convention where she offing an Old Heidelberg party
The concensus among political buig meat pasker.
as a "conditioning" plant where Extension and Finance, Dr.
Fgleral Home in Cumberland.
meeting of the club The dinner was elected to the office of re- as well as a number of coffees
In the 22nd District, which inobservers is that if good weather
missile motors were subjected to Austin on Health and Safety. MaArea Feels Shock
jor James Day on Leadership program was held in the Woman's cording secretary.
and luncheons.
had prevailed up to and includ- cludes Chandler's home county of
The shock from the blast could temperature tests, ranging from
"Federation" was the theme of
Trailing and Drane Shelley on Club House.
S. J. Stallings, Bar Aasociation ing election day. the vote would Woodford, gnmbs is backing Spenbe felt throughout the area. The 1,050 degrees Fahrenheit to 65 deMrs. Lowry's talk. She stated that President. reports that reiervations
Sternberg.
Camping and Activities. Rodger
have been lowered noticeably. cer Cobb agaiast Sam
off,cers and department to club
Other
Navy said the damage would not grees below zero.
women Federation should are poun ig in at an almost stag- Since a heavy rain preceded the a CIOAC personal friend of ChanCarbaugh presented the District
Work Gees On
sstalled te,
elleininan chairman
affect its missile program, espemean working together to help gering rate.
Casesiesiehers at
election today, and today itself dler's.
Commander E P. Loftin. 1"
Wrtle Wall were Mrs. 1Mw- Mors,
cially production of the Navy's
Cabell Yrancis. Democratic Callshe took each letter in
-it wet admit ilea mbar um
"We're all very happy with the is bright and sunny. a high vote
041a. first vice preeklest; Mrs. the word Ir
two-stage Polaris missile. MIL of- Navy permanent representative at
eeention is/ gave the aiay things are shaping up," he
cus cha rman in _the 1960 General
ihdiveleeb, tod ebbs he
predacted.
Pasco, second vise jirestdeet, W0'
ficial, said damage was confined the site, and Duard H. Little, firms.
has the governor's
it ***Presented its bringing saki. "YOU know, we've had a
district km sob plelsig.
Had good 'weather prevailed. Assembly,
it. W. Russell. 0111111111111ag
to the solid propellant division. .pLatat itsajaaget. for Hercules Pow- the
Federation to life for sli.bwomen. special genvintion committee work- many farmers might have been basking in the 18th District ader Co., which operates the gov- fituircial mil in MN usedlei Se Mary: Mrs. Charles ClIsdi. esei
Attend OPon Ws."
armour provide the swine he dee sem- responding secretary; Nis. C. C.' Mrs. Allbritten announced that ing on -this for over a year and unable to reach the polls since gainst Zeke Dexter and two othMore than 8.000 persons at- ernment-owned facility
the Murray club's yearbook won we've done our best to make this planting is behind schedule. Some er candidates.
Also, the donation
te2ded an open house at the cen- ced that work schedules would ?her camp site
Lowry treasurer
first prize in the district contest. the most educational program the tobacco is being set this week and
of building materials as still needter Saturday and Sunday to mark be interrupted only briefly.
•
It was designed and compiled by convention has ever offered. as
home at the
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the
for
Mrs.
chairman,
ed
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Alpha
research
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even this could have some effect
Rocket
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number
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ficials said no one
Of particular interest to the Smith, Creative Arts Mrs Bill
be polled
in the building hit by the explo- has been so widespread that only
changed meeting was the presentation of Warren; Home. Mrs Bryan TolThroughout the commonwealth
ion.
4 last Saturday the town Pinto,
James
le. Garden. Mrs. John Hudson;
W. Trophies of appreciation to
today voters for sach party will
Reports that a second explosion its name officially from
are
who
Day and Drane Shelley
Sigma, Mrs. Bob Ward, Zeta, Mrs.
select their nominees for state
rocked the missile construction Va.. to Rocket Center.
senator, state representative, counSome of the accomplishments leaving the District Committee due Rob Huie; and Music. Mrs. Josiah
and test laboratory about eight
Murray
from
Darnell.
ty judge. sheriff, county court
at the center were complete con- to lasing transferred
by
Mrs. Allbritten thanked the reclerk, comer. jailer, magistrate.
struction of the Little John and The Trophies were presented
who
Mayfield
of
tiring board and department chair'instable and- some municipal ofHonest John Rockets, the Deacon David Lookofsky
gentle- man for their work and cooperaf[Ms.
and the X-248 rocket; the second gave comments on these
DETROIT gee — Circuit Judge
of
much
so
given
have
tion during the past club year.
Two Senate candidates. Tom Garstages for the Polaris A-2 and the men who
Joseph G. Rashid today denied
the
help
to
time
personal
with
The meeting was opened
.01 of Paducah. and Frederick
Shotput; third stages for Van- their
motions for new trials filed by
district. the Club Creed read by Mrs. John
E. Nichols, of Madisonville. and
guard III. Tiroe Transit, and Pio- Roy Scout effort in this
Those attending the meeting Pasco. Allegiance to the flag was
have no pri- two of three Tennessee men servrepresentatives.
10
neer; the third and fourth stages
By SUSAN WAGNER
forces to prevent new violence.
ing life terms in the 1959 slaying
Mu-r led by Mrs. Charles Clark.
mary. or general elect:on oppofor the Scout rocket and all four were Roiger Carbaugh. Phillip
.1011 Pm.. Internal twirl
Of Royal Oak used car dealer
Atty. Gen. Kennedy said a numdock, James Day, Dan Johnston,
A program of musts was prestages of the Javelin.
let — An aide ber of persons in Alabama would sition.
WASHINGTON
Parvin Bill Lassiter.
Officials said the laboratory pri- Robert Boyd Jr., Dr. Howard Tits' sented by Mrs. Howard Ohla. vo- to laity. Gen Robert F. Kennedy be
Democrats
the
Senate.
the
In
Rashid said in denying the mo- ,
charged with violating federal
marily was involved in making worth, Drane Shelley, Carroll For- calist. and Mrs. Richard Farrell. said today there is "an uneasy
law. He subsequently announced are certain to hold 23 of the 38 lions of Charles Nash and Richas ard Jones that the two men had
solid propellant for rockets and sythe, James Armbuster. Dr. Clegg accompanist.
many
as
obtain
in
may
calm"
the
strife
Aabama
racial
and
seats
MurMrs. A. F. Doran, chairman of and the situation is "touch-and- the four arrests in Anniston In 30 after the November election.
missiles, but also built and test Austin and R. L. Cooper of
pleaded guilty to charges of secconnection with the May 14 burnMrs Atmer Lassiter, died yes fired engines for rockets under ray. David Lookefsky, Prentice the legislative committee, read
among ond deeree murder and their adgo."
ing of a bus carrying integrated There are 13 Democrats
terglgy at 520 p m at her home construct;on
McClain and A C Weintraub of changes in the constitution byRe- mission of guilt was free and voland
senators
holdover
aide,
The
press
0.
18
officer
the
Edwin
nefi"Five Points on the ColdwatMayfield.
laws, approved by the executive Guthman, said the attorney gen- "Freedom Riders."
publicans have no candidates in untary.
Send More Marshals
er Road. Her death was attributed
board The club voted to accept eral is being kept fully informed
The judge turned down the new
The men, who were jailed in 10 Senate districts.
to complications following an exthe recommended changes.
of the situation in Montgomery,
The principal interest in the trial requests after an abbreviattended illness. Mrs. Lassiter was
Guest speaker for the evening and irritant is keeping his bnither, lieu of $5,000 bond, were charged legislative mees is over the numed morning session in the trial
with damaging and destroyint
the wife of Murray Magisterial
was Mrs. C C. Lowry. First Disanti-sales tax leg- of Gordon Watson, who is chargPresident Kennedy, up to date.
bus operated in interstate com- ber of pro and
candidate. Atmer Lassiter.
The attorney general conferred merce "with intent to endanger islators who will convene in ed with murder and conspiracy in
three
are;
survivors
Other
early this morning with his top the safety of persons on board." Frankfort next January.
,
the Lassiter slaying.
R. G. Heller,
Mrs
daughters
Savand
Sales of Series E
Gov Bert T. Combs, who in.
aide Bryon R. (Whizzer)
Only one witness gppeared on
Huntsville. Alabama; Mrs. James
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Bonds in
Ay I nited rm. intim...tiara
who flew here from Maxwell Air maximum penalty of $10.000 fine sists the sales tax must
the stand in Watson's trial this
E learns. Jefferson City, Missouri; ings
April amounted to $29.906.
SHELE1YVILLE, Ky. WS —Dontained as it is with no exemp- morning because the defendant's
Force Base where he has been and 20 years imprisonment.
and Mrs. Iva Frey, Kokomo. In- during
and
$222.650
old
mediis
goal
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I9-month
County's
ald Earl Gardner,
tions for food, clothing
directing operations ,if the force
attorney asked to be excused to
dilute; three sons: Artelle Las- The
The attorney general said addicumulative sales for the first son of Mr. and Mrs. George Gardhas taken sides in 11 of the attend a funeral.
af U.S. marshals.
sitet, Wind Fall. Indiana; Jerome the
marshals were being sent cine.
tional
races.
$89,706.
total
Monkilled
months
H: contested Senate
ner, Mount Eden, was
The witne. s, state police detesReturning To Maxwell
ladaiter. Wind Fall. Indiana; and four
to Alabama because the sittaagion
In Kentucky. sales for the same day when he was struck by a
Gov A. B. Chandler is support- t ve Calvin Lenten. told of quesWhite flew to Washington at still was "obviously not satisfacJack Lassiter. Stewart Air Force
to
$4.008,842.
anti.
child
amounted
the
The
of
all
farm.
truck on their
tio ing a number of persons in
ani
midnight and conferred with the tory." He saia Deputy Atty. Gen. ing some. but not
Base. Nashville, two brothers: period
sales for the State dur- reportedly was playing an a barn
attorney general until about 2:30 Byron (Whizzer) White. who is in Combs candidates, and in the J. th case. including Nash. Jones
Jesse Henley of Murray and Walt- Cumulative
total where men were working on a
months
four
in
race
Lackey
first
the
ing
Bluellecht
Roy Hicks, the third man
am Justice Department officials Montgomery, agreed the reinforce- Murray
er Henley of Jackson, Tennessee,
Felix E. Darnell, age 29, died
$220.539.787 or 35n1 of the an- truck and other farm machinery
the Ilenderson-Union-Webster Dis- se ang life in prison for the slaysaid he would return to Maxwell ments were needed.
and 10 grandchildren.
Mayfield
the
at
a.m,
9:20
at
today
Chan$58600.000
and
of
governor
goal
occurred.
the
nual
both
trict.
when the accident
Mid
AFB later today and cpntinue
Mrs. Laster was a member of
Hospital of injuries received In a
The Honorable Berge'. Combs,
dler are supporting Blue.
It was expected that the trial
personal direction of about 660
the First Christian Church. Funeraccident five days ago.
officially
tractor
is
Kentucky,
Blue
of
of
support
Governor
Chandler's
will be in the hands of the pury
marshals standing by in Alabama.
al rites will be held this afterMay
BEREA, Ky. VT — Robert
with his four year old
Darnell.
of
further
month
win
the
proclaimed
to
effort
an
believed
.
by the end of the week.
Kennedy ordered 200 fresh marnoon at the Max Churchill FunerMAN OF THE MONTH" M. Hutchins, president of the son. Gary, was returning from a shals into the tense area Monday.
favor with former Gov. Earle C.
Tesnmony aganst Gordon Watal 1stepel at 3'00 O'clock with J. 'MINUTE
the Republic. will be field where he had been working
infor
following
a
still
the
Fund
to
salute
Morganfield,
a
as
of
Clements.
slain
of
son. Ione-time partner
Some of them acted as replaceHoward Nichols officiating. Burial
Newspapers, Radio and
the principal commencement, to make repairs on his tractor. ments for some
power in state politics.
Royal Oak, Mich., uesel car dealthe 500 who
will be in the Murray City Ceme- dustries:
adMagazines. Outdoor, speaker at Berea College June While driving along a narrow
state
the
Television.
of
"friends"
Other
er. i4peared near c.impletion.
earlier and
scene
the
on
arrived
tery.
Enter- 4. Hutchins is the brother of gravel road, the tractor wheel
ministration opposed in today's Wats° s co-defendant and oneJoel Transit, Advertising and
pallbearers are
Active
some supplemented the force.
Francis S. Hutchins, president of struck a stump. Darnell lost conprimary include- Senate Majority time over, Nelle Lassiter, the
arrest of four white men
The
Crawford, HA Hurt, Clint Skaggs, tainment.
trol and the tractor overturned Monday in Anniston. Ala., was
President of the United States, Berta.
Leader James 0. Ware. of Saith dead , an's wife, was eliminated
Joe Rob Beale, Maynard Ragsdale,
pinning him beneath it. Four year considered part of • federal govJohn F. Kennedy. stated "It is a
Fort Mitchell: former state Rep. from the case and a mistrial diand W. E. Clark.
R Hilton, of Racelancl; Ander- rected in her alleged involvement
Funeral well worn but durable truth that
Churchill
Max
The
ernment drive to prosecute those
Continued on Page Six
Patrick, when she suffered an emotional
ability to defend ourselves
CATLETTSBURG. Ky. inn —
responsible for the outJune' 1. 1961. Southern son County Atty. Walter
Home has charge of the arrange- our
believed
Effective
former state collapse. I
and our freedoms depend on more Billy Lee Campbell, 23, Catlettsments
Officials refused to rule Airways will operate passenger. of Lawrenceburg: and
breaks.
Reid Sr.. of Owensthan armed might. It depends upon burg, was killed Monday when an
Watson and Mrs. Lassiter were
out the possibility of more arrests. mail, and freight service out of Rep. Robert
our MORAL and SPIRITUAL automobile wrecker driven by his
accused of plotting the death. of
Speaker Sam Rayburn said the Paris, Tennessee. The new airport boro.
strength.
Ware is opposed by Joseph L. Lassiter and hiring three isensiesfather-in-law backed over him.
racial crisis was discussed "only is completed and Southern has
among the see men to carry out the slaying.
All these are involved in the Campbell was helping Charles
incidentally" during a breakfast set up terminal opetations. There Summe. of Covington.
now
is
Trim
Auto
Murray's
savBy
Savings Bonds Program.
The men are all serving life senWaugh back the wrecker on a open at 511 South Twelfth street meeting of President Kennedy and will he one flight a day to Memto
our
keep
reserves
,
ing we build
tences for the actual slaying.
rural road when he fell under the according to John Chambers own- top congressional leaders today.
phis and one to Nashville.
By
growing.
and
economy strong
Monday an insurance agent teswheels of the vehicle.
Flight 122 will arrive at Paris
Alert Watchfulness
Wolfed Prow twesenewesset
said
Chambers
firm.
the
of
er
in
savings
our
of
part
investing
tified that Watson asked who
Washington officials were main- at 10.31 a. m. from ,Memphis,
that he has fifteen years in upthese bonds, we help protect our
would collect Lassiter's insurance
taining an attitude of alert watch- Dyersburg and Union City and
do
will
firm
The
work.
holstery
and
deinflation
against
economy
• Western Kentucky — Partly
Rev. W A. Swift, native of if his widow were involved in his
A work on automobiles, furniture. fullness over the explosive situa- depart for Clarksville, Nashville
—
IIPS
Ky.
LEXINGTON.
our
of
self-discipline
The
flation.
and
tonight.
cloudy and cool today
murder w a s filed restarurant booths and stools, and tion. The attorney general was in and Knoxville at 10:53. This flight Calloway County. will preach at death.
high 70,- low tonight 45. Wednes- regular savings helps build spirit- charge of
Watson has yet to take the stand
with President will arrive in Nashville at 12 noon Mt. Cannel Methodist Church,
constant to
Horace Lee boat interiors.
against
Monday
strength.
little
a
warmand
ual
fair
mostly
day
noon and at Knoxville at 2:28 p. m. north ed Karksey on May 28 at in his own defense but indications
Kennedy.
connection with
family
his
in
and
Chambers
37,
Mrs.
George,
esare
strengths
basic
These
'er.
Officials here said the National EST. Flight 125 will depart from 11 a. m. Rev. Swift was licensed were that he would be called.
the death of Mary K. Sandusky, are moving to Murray to make
Temperatures at 6 a. m. (CDT).: sential to our continued growth
A hearing has been set for
Guard units called out by Gov. Knoxville at 3 p. m. EST and ti preach at this same church
May 14. The woman's death at their home.
Louisville 41, Paducah 50, Lexing- as individuals and as a Nation.
Thursday on a commitment order_
natural
Ile said that a complete lone John Patterson Sunday night ap- from Nashville at 3.35 p. m. CST seventy years ago.
ton 42, Bowling Green 44, London The Volunteer Spirit has made first had been ruled from
4:46 p. m.
Ile has served at pastor end which would send Mrs. Lassiter
causes, but an Investigation was of coverings will be offered in peared to have the situation under and arrive in Pans at
43, Covington 44 and Hopkins- the U. S. Savings Bonds Program
p. m. for editor of church papers in Ken- to a state mental hospital until
ordered when an examination many different materials and pat- control. But these officials said and will depart at 4:49
a shining success through these
yule 49.
to stand
not feel assured that Union City and Dyersburg. arriv- tucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri she is recovered endisigh
' s
years of Defense. War, Cold War, showed she apparently had suf- terns. John D. Lovins will assist they did
Huntington, W. Va., 46,
trial again. •
and Arkansas.
Patterson would use all available ing in Memphis at 6:10 p. m.
in the business.
fered a beating.
and Uneasy Peace."
Evansville, Ind.. 47,

Mrs. Allbritten Installed As
Head Of Murray Woman's Club
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Trial May
Go To Jury

Montgomery In
An Uneasy Calm

Mrs. Atmer
Lassiter Dies
Late Yesterday

County Bond Sales
In April $29,906
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Kentucky has just won a national award - to its Division of
Indusiria Prormatiun for a 50 page
book setting forth in pictures and
in words Kentucky's outstanding
advantages as the Nation's newest
industrial opportunity. It is the
first time that Kentucky has issued sucha a basic brochure for
presentation to several thousand
company executives and development organizations throughout the
United States. It is a part of our
new national advertising program.
I wish you could see this brochure - it is beautiful and practical. It is called "An Invitation to
Kentucky ." It explains the work
of Kentucky's Department of
Economic Development, the new
Spindletop Industrial Research
Center, and the financing plans
available in Kentucky. It shows
Kentucky's great advantages of
central location, her tremendous
labor pool, her excellent transportation facilities, her extensive raw
materials; Kentucky's great coal

:az-al-ZIP-110N RATES:" By Caraer in Murray. per week 20c, pet
.onto 85c. In CaLaw ay and adjoining counties, per year. $3.50; elseto
MAY :!:;. 1961

TUESDAY

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
Janhs I.. Johnson_ Tax Commissioner of Calloway
today annouthed that the tax assessment of Calse:t County had risen to over fifteen million dollars -for

'BANDSTAND' DISBANDING-Dick Clark, 31, idol of the
teenagers as emcee of the
afternoon TV show -bandstand," is shown in Philadelphia with wife Barbara, SO,
and eon Richard Augustus,
4. before his announcement
of an impending divorce.

p:issed away at the Murray
D. "Dtllon"
ycsteiday rlorning iillowing a pneumonia atIle was a promin”nt civic leader in Murray for
ears„.nd worked with the tobacco industry a
attl ,,er of years ago. Ile was a director of the old First
ational Bank ot Murray. He is survived by one son.
..e;-:s Put-4.414 sit Murray Ind one daughter. Mrs. Kelly
'0
of Paris.

TUESDAY — MAY 23, 1961

— MURRAY. KEN')!MKT
deposits, water supply, plentiful creating something like 350 new
electric power, natural gas, Ken- jobs.
At Cynthiana the Harrison
tucky's agriculture, forests and reCounty Industrial Development
creation facilities.
Foundation has raised neatly a
The design and preparation of hundred thousand dollars locally
work
the
this book on Kentucky is
and established an industrial disof Mack Sisk, Director of Industri- trict with the result that the Ladhas
State.
Ile
al Promotion for the
ish Company, a Wisconsin metaljust returned from Phoenix, Ari- working firm, will open a new
and
zona, where the Lithographers
plant to produce stainless steel
Printers National Association pre- valves. It will employ 100 people
national
top
sented him with its
in direct jobs and, counting the
award. The Kentucky book was 75 indirect jobs, it will mean a
5
more
than
with
in ciiimpetition
total of another 175 new jobs in
thousand entries. The fact that Kentucky.
this
in
been
first
has
Kentucky
New industry means more jobscompetition will help it to become more j,rbs mean a better Kentucky.
plants
new
for
the first choice
and new industries.
And there is more good news.
The Glasgow Development Corporation has just received a loan
of 92 thousand dollars from the
new Kentucky Industrial Development Finance Authority - with
the result tnat Glasgow's second
industrial district is now a realityand a new employer, the Sorenson
Manufacturing Company, will be
located there. As a matter of.fact,
it is now at the process of training its employees who will produce electrical automotive parts.
It expects to employ about 200
people. The U.S., Chamber of
Commerce has a rule of thumb
that each 100 direct. jobs brings
about another 75 indirect jobs tor example, services, professions
and retail stores. On this basis the
new Gliagow industry will be

Jimmy Boone. son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone. was
inaat :,resident of the '5:2 senior class yestorday. Others
mcito ottice were: .,Bud. Tolley. Anne Rhodes, and
afy shackelfbrd.
A tnuriat courtesy confer, flee is being planned for
.1:e 11 — through the eft“rts of Dr. Ralph H. Woods
•
the local Chamber of (ommerce.

Read The Ledger's Classifieds

all:1,11AY DRIVE-IN: **Frain The
Terrace". 144 mins., starts at 8:00
and 11.00.

VARSITY.; alio..allum Priest," feat.
99 mins , starts at 1:14, 3:10, 5:06,
at12 and 8:58.
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Beautiful Gina Lollobrigida stars with Yves Montand •
in "Where The Hot Wind Blows" which plays Wednesday and Thursday at the Varsity Theatre,

" Buchanan News
IL-. and Mrs. Jimmy Alton are
the proud parents of a baby daughter, Linda Gail born May 18th
at Chesemore Hospital in Paris.
The little miss has nine living
,grandparents. Mrs. T. A. Vaughn
in Murray is a gicat-great grandmother.
Guess there's a lot of happy
kids in the Buchanan vicinity as
school was over Thursday.
Mrs. Jimmy Alain had several
Chesemore Hospital
voitors
Thursday. Mr and Mrs. Richard
Dunlap and baby, Mrs. Warren
Sykes and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Alton and daughters, Mr
Lila Mrs. Rupert Sanders, Mrs.
and Mrs. Howard Hinson and son.
Miss Barbara Chileut a Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Blaski and of course
the proud father.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Simmons
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles McCormick visited with them Friday
night.
The Intermediate and Young
People's Sunday Setae)l classes of
Mt. Sinai Church enjoyed a picmc
a. Paris Landing Park, Friday
night.
Miss Janice Alton and Miss Ka- .
thy Rogers speat Thursday afternoon with Miss Patricia Nanny.
Ben Grubbs is in the Memphis
Methodist Hospital. Mrs. ,Ralph
Latimer and baby visited with her
mother. Mrs Ben Grubbs, a few
days this week.
Mrs. Max Wallece and Mrs.
Gladys Sanders shopped in Paris
Friday and also visited Mrs. Jimmy Allon and baby at the hospital.
Brownie

BULLETIN:
SHELL ANNOUNCES
TOP AUTO SERVICE
That's right, even though it is nothing new
for Shell Service Stations in Calloway County, we
are glad to announce that we are still giving top
service to automobile owners in Murray and Calloway County.
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celebrating
FOR CUSTOMERS' WELCOME FM -Cleveland Is
'Downtown Spring FeSti‘al. week, and this department
store does it up fancy with a carpet on the public sidewalk.
Kathleen Raleigh pilots the vacuum cleaner.

enriy-r.

When your automobile drives up for a
don't stop

tank of that good Shell gasoline, we

there.
We check your :bd, your water, your
tires and anything else about your automobile
to make sure it is in good shape.
Shell stations keep accessories and tires
on hand all the time to make sure they can give

you the service you want.
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Is Backed By The

Best Service You Can Find
When you want service with a capital
"5" make it a point to stop by . .
AT YOUR SERVICI--Getting together In New York !Staten Island, N. Y., Miss Marines: Yeoman Iasi
Ann Muraskl, 22,
Aor_Armcd_Forces Day teramoiaiets oil may 30 asel-Mara,
these girls representing all five branches of the'Guard; Airman 2/c Priscilla Caka, 12, rem.' wa
military. They were named "Miss Armed Forces" ton, N. 3, ails, Air Force: Corpsman 3/c Ita,b...
after being chosen for "Lest In apnearance. work Antonette Itne, 24 Boston WM., Mize Haav•
and dedicatinn!' Shown (I. to r.) they are: Lance , Pfc. Barbara laiehring. 20 Torrance Calla M
Corporal Beatrke b'Agustino, 23, Tompkinsville,' Army, Some 32,500 women are now on di sy.

WE HAVE IT!
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MON
PORTABLE BY
REMINGTON
FEATURES
Gives You 12 EXTRAportable
under
Dever before asserrbled on any

$8995

r
1

I

MION
PUILEN4S1HEL
Twelfth and Chestnut

McGLARD SHELL STATION,
I. SINGLE KEY SETS COLUMNS
& INDENTS'
2. ? COLOR RIBBON I STENCIL
CONTROL!
S. ERASURE TABLE OR CYLINDOU
4. REMOVABLE TOP COVERI
5, CALIBRATED SCALE ON PAPfl
BAIL I
5, CALIBRATED PAPER TAISLEI
7. CARD Si WRITING LINE SCA1/1
6. ADJUSTABLE PAPER EDGE GUIDV
9. VARIABLE Uhf Vitra!

10. Gum'

Sixth and Main

liAMLIN'S SHELL SERVILE
Hazel

ERAMORD SHELL SERVICE STATION
Lynn Grove

Or anywhere in Calloway County where
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The Best Gasoline
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you see the shell sign

see Greene Wilson
at Ledger & Times
Office Supply Department

, I.

Dial PLaza 3-1916

Kentucky Lake Oil Co.
YOUR SHLLL DISTRIBUTOR
— New Concord Road

Phone PL 3-1323
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Phil Regan Could Become The Baseball Find
Detroit Needs To Win 1st Series In 16 Tries
B y MILTON RICHMAN
idled Pre. International
gan, proud owner of a
Phil
perfect - pitching record for the
first place Detroit Tigers, must
wonder what it takes to convince
some people.

• celebrating
s department
bile aidewallt.
i.•aner.

•

maintain their 31 game lead on
Mory1ay night by pitching them
to a five-hit 10-2 victory over the
Kansas City Athletics. One of the
hits off him was a homer by
pinch-hitter Don Larsen in the
eighth.

Several American League hitters
But by that time the Tigers had
are more impressed by Regan's pounded loser Norm Bass and two
size — 8-3 and 200 pounds — than relievers for eight runs and nine
•
by his fast ball.
of their 12 hits, including Norm
Cash's sixth homer in the fourth.
One of them even remarked reDetroit kayoed Bass with a sixcently, "if that guy is a big league
run rally in the fifth.
Oitcher,tien I'm Babe Ruth."
Well, maybe we all had better
Cleveland beat Minnesota, 7-5,
ge! ready to hail another Ruth in 15 innings; New York downed
because Regan, with four consecu- Baltimore, 8-2; Boston defeated
e complete games to his credit Chicago, 4-1, and Los Angeles topalready, begins to look more and ped Washington, 8-4 in other AL
more like the pitching find who games.
•
may help the Tigers to their first
San Francisco beat St. Louis,
World Series in 16 years.
3-1, to hold on to the National
Tigers Maintain Lead
League lead by mere percentage
Regan, who was 0-4 with the points over Los Angeles, which
Tigers illst year, enabled them to nipped Cincinnati, 2-1, in 10 inn-

ings. Pittsburgh defeated Milwaukee, 2-1, in the only other game
scheduled.
Funk Key Man
Reliever Frank Funk was the
key man in the Indians' victory
over the Twins. He yielded only
two hits and struck out seven
over the last eight innings to post
his fifth victory against two losses.
The Indians won the marathon
four-hour and eight-minute contest by stringing together four
singles off Ted Sadowski in the
15th. Woodie Held hit two homers
and Harmon Killebrew hit one.
Tony Kubek and Cletis Boyer
each drove in three runs after
loser Jack Fisher (1-5) of the
Orioles had leld the Yankees hitless until trog sixth. Reliever Jim
Coates was credited with his fourth victory against two defeats.
The Yanks broke a 1-1 tie with
four runs in the seventh. With

runners on first and third in that
frame, Baltimore second baseman
Mary Breeding started what he
hoped would be a triple play after
Elston Howard hit a liner at him.
Breeding threw to third but Umpire Larry Napp ruled he had
trapped the ball. When Breeding
insisted he had caught the ball
without bounce, Napp then asked
him why he hadn't thrown to
second.
"Don't tell me how to play second base," Breeding snapped.
"Then don't tell me how to
umpire," Napo retorted.
Chicago Continues Stump
Bill Monbouquette hurled his
third straight one-run game for
the Red Sox and lowered his earned run average to 1.93 with a
seven-hit effort against the
slumping White Sox. The Red Sox
clinched their fourth victory in
five starts with a three-run outburst off ex-teammate Frank Baumann in the fourth.
Gene Leek collected two doubles
and a single and Earl Averill
contributed a two-run homer to
lead the Angels to their victory
over the Senators. Eli Grba was

the winner and now ir 4-4; Pete
Burnside (1-3) was the loser. Willie Tasby and Jim King homered
for the Senators.
The Giants saddled Ernie Broglio of the Cardinals with his fifth
defeat when they scored two runs
in the sixth with the help of two
errors. Orlando Cepeda's 11th
homer in the eighth provided an
insurance run. Jack Sanford won
his third game with help from
rookie Bob Bolin n the eighth.
Hurls Four - Hitter
Tommy Davis' third hit of the
game, a single in the 10th inning,
scored Willie Davis from second
base in the Dodgers' triumph over
the Reds. Stan Williams limited
the Reds to four hits and struck
out eight in winning his third
game. Bob Purkey suffered his
second defeat against four victories.
Dick Groat's first home run of
the year off loser Bob Buhl in the
eighth settled matters between the
Pirates and Braves. Buhl is now
1-4. Harvey Haddix struck out
seven and gave up the same number of hits, including a home run
by Frank Bolling, in winning his
third straight without a loss.
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Letter to the

Editor I

Mr. Jim Williams
Ledger & Times
Dear Sir:
The 441 Club of Lynn Grove
School wishes to take this opportunity to express their appreciation to every person that helped
make the Trade Day and Pulling
contest at Lynn Grove recently a
success.
The Ledger and Times, Murray
Democrat, W. N. B. S. and Al McClain for the publicity given us.
The Fitts Block Company, the
candidates of Calloway County. and
the boosters of Murray and Lynn
Grove that donated money for the
prizes. We want to thank Jimmy
Cooper for auctioneering and Al
McClain for emceeing in the afternoon. We want to thank Mr.
Story, the school secretary, and
the teachers in their efforts to
make this a success. Also, Mrs.
Wrather and Mrs. Sims. We especially want to extend our thanks
to the parents, relatives; and
their
friends that contributed
tune, food, and money.
Sincerely,
The Lynn Grove
4-H Club
The first court ever held in
Kentucky was at Harrodsburg, Jan.
16, 1781.

ICES

from
huntsmen
Venturesome
Pennsylvania and North Carolina
came to Kentucky in bands in
the 1700's and found the game so
plentiful and the skins so valuable
that they remained for long periods in the wilderness. Thus they
became history's famous Long
Hunters.

• --

VICE

Murray High Draws Bye In
Opening Round, Meets Cards
The Regional Baseball Tournament began today at Holland Field
as defending state champion Paducah Tilghman met Livingston at
2:30.
Otner entries in the regional
field, Mayfield, Murray High, and
Hopkinsville Attucks, a II drew
opening round byes. Mayfield will
give Murray High its first test
tomorrow at 3:00 at the high
school.
The winner of the contest this
afternoon will meet Attucks in a
semi-final game at the college
field tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. The
finals will be played at the high
school Thursday at 2:30 p.m. In
case of rain, the schedule will be
moved up one day.
Murray has one of the best season marks in the meet with a 11-2
record. Hopkinsville Attucks sports
a 18-2 mark, Mayfield 10-4, Livingston 6-2 and Tilghman 11-5.
All of the schools have at least
one good hurler a n d Murray's
freshman pitcher, Don Faughn, Is
no exception. Faughn owns a 4-0
record including a no-hitter.
The Tigers can also lay claim to
the top hitter in the classic in the
person of Sammy Parker. Parker
sports a fancy .487 achievement.
Livingston has claimed several
regional championships in the past
under the old name of Salem High
School. Livingston has also played
a major hand in the five losses
suffered by the Blue Tornado this
season.
Murray High hasn't grabbed the

big prize in the last three seasons
losing out in the district last year
Mayfield has never won. Attuck
is making its second straight appearance.
Thursday's winner will journey
to the state tournament in Lexington hoping to give the Purchase
area its second state champion
Paducah Tilghman became t h e
first team from this area to cop
the crown last year.
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It helps them record per
Shell test drivers adds "fifth wheel- to their cars for precise dlilt1114:C ftleailireirleptt during mileage tests

C.

by . . .

flON

• Shell reveals how to increase your mileage
up to 30 extra,:rniles. per tankful
fuel, oil whenever manufacturer 04 is Alkylate, noted for knock
control in hot engines at high
Here are some tips from Shell's experts on how to get'recommends.
Have automatic transmission speeds.
maximum mileage from your car. If you practice these or clutch checked regularly.
OS is anti-knock mix for knock
resistance,
and
changes
oil
regular
Get
9.
good driving habits—and if you use today's Super Shell, lubrication-including transmis- 06 is an "anti-jeer" to check the
and differential. Your Shell cold-weather stalling that can ocwith 9 ingredients for top performance—you may well sion
dealer knows what to do. lie has cur even at 45°F.
the finest equipment and lubri- 07 is Pentane mix for fast
save a pretty penny on gasoline bills.
cants to do it with. There's a

VICE
v
STATION
inty where

DilCo.
TOR
PL 3-1323

..11V•slfsvesaa:.. ke'^
to a &veinal point.

Don't race a cold regime. with the automatic transmission
4. 1.
your engine idle
When your engine is cold, it engaged, have,
uses up more fuel.Today's Super speed adjusted. You may save
Shell contains Pentane mix-for plenty.
fast warm-up. (A properly op- S. Don't indulge In jack rabbit
erating thermostat helps.)
starts. Racing starts are fine or
2. Use a light touch with the ac- race tracks-but the drivers are
celerator. Tromping down on lucky to ges..6 miles per gallon.
the pedal is an expensive habit.
Noes: One thing you can't do
Starting up, it holds your autoanything about is the weather.
lower
a
in
matic transmi%ion
Yet it's interesting to know that
"gear" longer. This makes the
resistance at high car speed is
air
engine turn faster, wasting fuel.
the biggest single drain on powUnder way, unesen pedal
er. It increases approximately as
pressure is costly, too. Instead,
the cube of the vehicle speed.
feed just enough fuel to mainEven fox tails on aerials may cost
speed.
tain even
you gasoline.
3. Drive "ahead of your car."
-regularWatch for slowing traffic and red 6. Check tire pressure
inflated.
properly
tires
Keep
ly.
can
you
as
ahead
lights as far
increase
see. You'll be able to coast up to Under-inflated tires
stopping cars, instead of drag and friction and cut mile4 the
trcad
braking heavily when you get age. Not to mention extra
wear.
there.
4. Don't let fuel costs creep up. NOTE: Tire ressurer build up
If your car "creeps" when idling during a long run. Don't let air

•

out to bring the pressure down
-it makes the tires run even hotter. Check cool tires only.

good chance your car and your
gasoline will last longer.

warm-ups.
08 is gum preventive-to help
keep carburetors clean inside.
#9 is Platformate - to add the
extra energy that shows up as
extra mileage.
Try Super Shell. You'll soon
feel and hear the difference in
the way your engine runs. That
difference is top performance.

10. Show this adsertisement to
who drives your car
7. Check for dragg)wg brakes. eVenone
if you pay their
have your Shell dealer check for -especially
Insist that they
wheel drag next time you're in gasoline bills.
at
sign of the
for a lubrication. If brakes drag, stop for service the
you pay for it every mileNou Shell.
While we can't guarantee 30
drive.
extra miles per tankful, the closer
K. Get these fuel-caving sequoi- these suggestions are followed
A Bulletin from Shell Research —
a:scab for top perfortaance. If the better your mileage is likely wherel,997 scieritisr,are workingto
example,
for
off,
spark timing is
make your car go better and better.
to get.
you pay for it in wasted gasoline
To start off right, fill up with
and possible engine damage.
today's Super Shell. Its nine inI lave the compression checked gredients mean top performance.
-it can reveal power-wasting
valve and ring conditions.
Super Shell's 9 ingredients
Usc Super Shell with TCP*
to give spark plugs extra life. Re- 01 is TCP for restored power,
added mikage and extended
place worn plugs.
Adjust carburetor for collect plug-life.
air-fuel mixture and proper idle 02 is "cat-cracked" gasoline for
speed.
power with a purr.
Have automatic choke
#3 is Butane for quick starts at
checked for correct operation.
Clean or replace filters for air, all times.
•Tradematk for Shell.* unique stasoline additive. Gasnline containing TCP is coveted by U S. Patent 2855212.

• Saves you 3 to 4 hours every
week in ironing time alone'
. Shirts done as H lilies thole
. . starch, little starch or no
Starch at ail!
• Our specialized equipment assures a finish more perfect than
the most expert hand ironing can
Kh,eve
• Moderate prices! Quick sere.
ice! Minor repairs tree! Call LIS
today

BOONE
Detroit at Minnesota, night
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W. L Po OIL Washington at Kansas City, night
Team
21 12 .636
San Francisco
Cleveland at Los Angeles, night
23 14 .622
Los Angeles
19 12 .613 1
Pittsburgh
19 15 .559 21
Cincinnati
15 16 .484 5
Milwaukee
13 18 .419 7St. Louis
12 21 .364 9
Chicago
9 23 .281 114
Philadelphia
Monday's Night Results
San Francisco 3 St. Louis 1
LA. 2 Cincinnati 1, 10 inn.
Pittsburgh 2 Milwaukee I
Only games scheduled. •
Today's Gam**
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee
Philadelphia at Chicago
San Francisco at St. Louis, night
Los Angeles'''at Cincinnati, night
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco at Cincinnati, night
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, night
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Los Angeles at St. Louis, night

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
— 1 Hour Service -

ilk
Schc
L

PERSONA
REPRESENTATiVZ
t/ILL BE

Wednesday, May 24

AMERICAN LEAGUE
w i. Pri
Teem
25 11 .594
Detroit
14 .1100 31
21
Cleveland
18 15 .545 51
New York
18 17 .514 81
Minnesota
18 18 .500 7
Baltimore
17 20 459 81
Washington
15 18 .455 81
Boston
13 17 .433 9
Kansas City
14 20 .412 10
Chicago
12 21 .364 114
Los Angeles
Monday's Resulta
Cleveland 7 Minnesota 5, 15 inn,
Bbston 4 Chicago I, night
New York 8, Baltimore 2, night
Detroit 10 Kansas City 2. night
Los Angeles 6 Washington 4, night
Today's Night Games
Chicago at Baltimore
Detroit at Minnesota
Washington at Kansas City
CJivelancl at Los Angeles
, Only games scheduled.
Wednesday's Games
Boston at New York
Chicago at Baltimore, twi-night

ADAMS SHOE STORE
106 South 5th Streesa•*if you suffer from toot pains . . or have difficulty
finding proper fitting, comioriable shoes . . . don't
miss this one-day-cmly opportunity!
Or. Scholl's representotiye is a specialist in the Foot
Relief methods and scientific shoe fitting developed by
Dr. Wm. M. Scholl. Let him show you how to get quick
relief from corns, calluses, bunions, sore heels, weak
Of fallen arches ... any common foot trouble . . . with
Dr. Scholl's Remedies, Appliances, Arch Supports
and world-famous Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort Shoes.
COME IN FOR A FREE FOOT TEST on Dr Scholl's l'edograph Toke advantage of this personalized expert service
and find out how to nook• your feet comfortable,

.9
—6511

Light Are Named MSC Cheerleaders

is mountain Laurel representative
Eight girls have been selected and is a member of Sigma Sigma of this year's freshman squad,
an elementary-education major and a member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma.
as MSC cheerleaders and alterMiss Chumbler, also a member from Mayfield. She is this year's Sigma.
nates for next year. They are:
Rosalind "Punky" Nelson, Gene
Foster, Alice Hicks. Gayle Harrington, Beverly Kingcade, Ailene
Hodge. Janice Cherry, and Marsha
Churnbler.
,S

Slip Proof
Your Boat

All boatmen want, a "slippery"
hull — one whose bottom is
smooth and slick. But no one
wants a •slippery deck. Even the
so-called non-skid shoes will skid
and slide under certain conditions,
so the Mercury outboard people
suggest that you apply some skidproofing to your own boat.
The interior of your boat may
be finished with spatter paint.
While its texture suggests goodnon-skid properties, some such
paints are of the water-mix and
may become soft and slippery
when wet. Check before buying.
•itt . Marine stores sell "skidproofI ins compound." A granular material, it does not have the sharp
' edges of sand and is less abrasive, while still having fine nonslip properties. It should be mixed
rather sparingly with deck paint
and stirred often during application. If too much compound is
used, it won't brush out well,
and the paint will go on too
heavily, dry slowly, and may flake
off when hard.
Don't use this compound, however, with vamith. The varnish
film over the grains will wear
through and cause accelerated deterioration of the finish.
To skid-proof varnished areas,
use strips of non-skid material
with an adhesive backing. New
On the market this year, this material has remarkable resemblance
to wood, boasts excellent wearing
qualities, and when applied cor-

Miss Nelson, a freshman business major from Benton. is a
transfer student from Lindenwood
College in St. Charles, Mo. She
was a candidate in the recent
"Miss Body Beautiful" contest.
Miss Foster, a sophomore chemistry and biology major from Mayfield, is a member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma and was a member of the
cheering squad both last year and
this year.
Miss Hicks. captain of. the new
squad, is also a veteran of many
She is an elemenprevious
tary-education major front May
and is a member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma.

2uads.

Miss Harrington. a sophomore
physical education major from
Louisville, was an alternate cheerleader :his year She is the current
"Miss Body Beautiful" and was
a cheerleader her freshman year.
Miss Kingcade is a member of
Alpha Sigma Alpha and ACE.
She is an elementary-education
major from Reidland.
Miss Hodge. an alternate,,,is a
junior physical education major
from Paducah. She was last year's
Pershing Rifles' "Sweetheart" and
a member of the cheering squad
her freshman year.

a
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rectly will even dress up your
boat.
One sure sign of a safe boat
is the provision of non-skid rubber foot plates on aide desks so
that you can board from a dock
safely. Similar treatment can be
given the floor of your boat by
the application of the rubber-like
hallway covering sold in rolls at
floor covering stores. It has a
texture and color resembling woven carpet, looks well, and Islay
save a slip. Be sure, though, that
any floor covering or rubber mats
you use are fastened securely.
Otherwise, water seeping under
them could cause a slide.
Most important, says Mercury,
wipe up any spilled fuel mixture
quickly. It dues not evaporate
readily, and forms a clinging, dirtcatching scum which is nut only
slippery but also very unattractive.

In the courthouse yard at Richmond is a huge stone on which
Squire Boone scratched a message
to his borther Daniel when they
became spearated during their 1770
exploration of Kentucky.

Points of interest at Danville
771K—At hia 77th birthday party, In Kansas City, Mo.,
include Centre SoirgVii
former President Truman seems to be motioning for Jack
S
rh
e
t ion SICEtalke, tffrW
awasiy, perennially 39, to take a chair. Behind Truman id
leading to statehood were held
Toni Evans, a close friend.
the house where Dr. Ephralla Mcovarfirst
the
performed
Dowell
Allen County was named for
Until Dr. Thomas Walker and
ian operation, and his old ApotheAllen, a prominent lawcary. Shop; and the home of Isaac a small band of surveyors enter- Col. John
at the Battle of the
Shelby, Kentucky's first Governor. ed ..Kentucky in 1750, it remained yer who fell
largely uncharted and unknown. River Raisen.

DON'T LOOK
LIKE THIS

LOUISVILLE GUESTS
GO SHERATON...

Miss Cherry, a freshman busiS,• varsity thee rleaders and two alternates were chosen in tryouts
SUCCESSFus CANDIDATES
ness major. was a candidate for
row heft to r,ghti: Alice Hicks. captain: Gene Foster: Janice Cherry, alternate. Top
Front
week.
last
Mountain Laurel representative
" Nelson: Aliens Hodge,, alternate: and Gayl Harringare:
,
Kingcade; Marsha Churnpler, "Punk)
this year. She is also an alternate row: Beverly

ft

Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Clyde Colson at 930
• • • • •
Thursday, May 25th
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Dr. Ora Mason at
2:30 p.m. Mrs. Edwin Larson will
be the speaker on "Women of the
Bible."

aoram'e• Vorie

Read The Ledger's Oassifieds

Social Caleroda.
Tuesday, May 23rd
The Women's Auxiliary of St.
John's Episcopal Church will meet
at the church at 10 a.m.
• • • • •
Murray Star chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7.30 p.m.
...I. •
The June McNeely Circle of the
WMS of the Memorial Baptist

b. K. JOe4P4117014
Your T•lophon• Manager

i939 lIsICOME

AND TAXES

Tuesday, May 30th
The Calloway County Country
Club will have a catered picnic
supper at 6 p.m. Reservations
must be made by noon on Monday,
May 22, by signing the bulletin
board et the club.
• • • • •
Ti help egg whites hold their
foam, add a...little lemon juice or
cream of tafrar before beating.
• • • • •
Packing shirts' Lay them faceto-face with the collars at opposite ends. Protect the collars by
filling the necks with handkerchiefs

1961 INCOME NEEDED
FOR EQUAL BUYING POWER
$7.270

SIPS
$30

Sirt,970

;1.910
OD OD

$5,000

$3,401

11••••••• •••
•••••••••41110 MO. gln.
•

$17,510
$1.971
0,,w,eomftweee..-7-A

cV941

'PUT YOUR DUDS
IN OUR SUDS'
Sill relax, visit with your fri•
ends and neighbors, chances
are eorn• at them will be here.

* LOTS OF WASHERS
* PLENTY OF DRYERS
* BARRELS OF HOT
SOFT WATER
MURRAY'S ORIGINAL
Coin Operated Laundrette
,CMILORISI EttLED—Mrs. Geri trude Mae Jackson, sa, dui
calmly under arrest in Oak' 1and, Catlf, on an Oregon
murder warrant in the death
of her two children, Larry,
S. and Martha, 4. Arrested
with her were two companions, Jeannace Freeman, 19,
wearing risewai clothes, and
Letha Little, 21. On of
them told ponce that Mrs.
Jacluion beat the children to
death with a tire iron and
dumped the bodies over a
cliff near Madras, Ore.

Ph. PL 3-11141
207 So. 7th
We Are Alas • Pickup Station
Per

One Hour Martinizing
THE BEST IN DRY CLEANING
Same Prices and Specials as al
the 4th Street Store!

_

$4,541

$26,476

a-

...and love it! Two famous hotels give you the same
enlivening hospitality and outstanding service that
characterize Sheraton Hotels everywhere, They are
ideally located in downtown Louisville—convenient
to fabulous shops and theaters. And the city's finest
dining is yours in the Sheraton's Jim Porter Tavern and
the Watterson's Mane Henry Room. Whether you're
in Louisville for business or pleasure, a week's stay, or
a shopping trip, be sure to stop at a Sheraton Hotel.

Fr registered (lists.

*FAMILY PLAN

(*might
parting ter
registered pests.

No room charge for
childree seder 14
ie refs with adults.
For reservations. cam IU 4-4141
LEONARD HANCOCK, Director ef Sales

SHERATON HOTELS IN LOUISVILLE
THE SHERATON

She's in "teen
and prettiest
everyone. (And no wonder, it's the newest
a growing
to
especially
But
made.)
nc we've ever
privacy and
young lady, it's so nice tcOcurt up with in
the soft night light
tiny enough to hold in her hand. Even
calls a little,
-who
-know
you
when
makes things cozier
too, like the Princess'
Liter than he should ... Grownups.
believe me. wherever
smart styling and compact size. So
any room you'd
that's
phone—and
you need an extension
Princess goes there
like to phone from—you'll find the
little phone
and goes beautifully. Why not sec this lovely

at our business office? In five colors.
• • •i
can
:LATEST IN GOOD LIVING—Now your family

new Home
enjoy cornpkte home connnunications with the
call
-room,
room-to
from
talk
you
lets
that
interphone
without shouting or
folks to the ...phone or to supper
homemakers can also
vxdiking. A-loather good feature: busy
things a moment.
leaving
without
dour
(Sisiver the front

— AND —
CAN NOW CHIME! A &II
NE
TELEPHO
YOUR

all your phones
Chime in your home will announce calls to
for a louder hell
with a pleasant musical chime. Or. set it
whin„04AU go outdoors, or keep the familiar telephone
gold or ivory. Call us
ring if you like. Availabk in soft
telephone convennew
these
about
information
more
for

.471,232 •

INCOME, SOCIA
SECURITY TAXIS
INCOME \ TAKE S2/I 311
AFTER
TAXES
iN 1939
DOLLARS
$23213

and

Guard.

WALNUT NEAR FIFTH

c'1

'--.14LWELY

YO SDITIMES:14

L.IpeCT LANCER

'COMPACT LANCE k ,

Ile

The Lawest-Prieed Spirts Compact.
Lancer Sports Coupe with a very

luxurious interior. Manufacturer's
suggested retail price: $2075*.
Whitewalls and destination charge
extra.'State sales tax not included.

4P17.41111111
ittUtAillaZE

'Vim
••
'

;gr

Every Dodos Is Thoroughly RustProofed. An ff., it t ,to cri step
dip-andipray anti-carrosien Pietess that reaches every nook and
cranny. Protects your investment,
preserves your Dodge's good looks.

Ds* Cars are &all Is Stay Tight
an/ Quiet. All Dodge bodies are
unitized, welded Into one solid unit
that stays tight and rattle free for the
life of the car. All the metal works.
Only you go along for the quiet ride.

YOU SET A IIIREAT DEAL WITH 000431

YOU GET A GREAT DIAL WITH WWII

•
of today take on
PliOSPEETTY SOmIWKAT Wren—Incomes
power is figured, this
a isoceewast minus tinge when buying
Conference Board hillchart from the National Industriallevels.
(Central Press/
Cates. It takes triple in the higher

I
COMPACT LAKE R

For Rent
MOWERS - ROTO TILLERS

iences.

• • •
NATIONAL GUARD stands
AIR
AND
ARMY
THE
state and country, in peace as
community,
ready to urve
tradition
well a -ii t - me of war It carries On an American
National
your
Support
strung.
America
keep
helps

THE WATTERSON

FOURTH AT WALNUT

,
pheil!
LOOK WHO'S TALKNG on her new Princes% nearly
heaven" for the Prescess appeals to

*FREE PARKING

Nit, Car In the World Rides Bettor
than Dodge. Any Dodge will give
you a superbly controlled ride on
any surface. Thank Do e's suspension system. You'll call incredible.
•oviwaogo.
•
YOU KT A GREAT eiM,

TA.
'

THE BEST AT REASONABLE RATES

BILBREY'S
210 East Main Street

..Phone PL 3-5617

Ss.

000SE

Dolga beaten ere Dependable.
Your Dodge Dealer will give you a
high trade-in, set the lowest possible price on a new Dodge,and give
you the very finest service in town.
YOU SET A GREAT OEM WiTH1300at
AWE

•i.••-•-eninsprellw

FOIL SIZE DART ,

"STANDARD On4COMPACT
;YOU GET A GREAT DEAL WITH

DODGE

TAYLOR MOTORS INC.
- 303 S. 4th Sf.,

1

Murray,

Kx.'

23, 1961
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YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

BUSINESS
g DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service

r

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledger &

tion. Phone PL 3-2774.

r'OR SALE

'IANO, DESK TYPEWRITER;enayclopedia up to date; dictaphone,
ranscriber, and shaver; electric
aagr; and other items. Call PLaza
3-1315, see at 1503 W. Main Street.
m25c

PL 3-1916

I

m2Sc

1958 VOLKSWAGEN. Call LA 2m25p
8217 Cadiz.

FOR RIEN,

4 ROOM FURNISHED Aidainent with electric stove an reSTRAWBERRIES — PICK YOUR frigerator. One 4 room apartrnent
own or we will pick them. mile unfurnished. One 2 room furnishSouth of Kirksey. Phone Brooks ed apartment complete with stove
ni.25c
Watson, /TE 9-2455.
and refrigerator. All will be available June I. Ronald W. Churchill,
phone PL 3-2411 or PL 3-2736.
HELP WAN,ED

I

Female Help Wante_d_

I

WOMEN - HOLD COSMETIC
partes! Earn $25 for 3 hours work.
Make big, big profits. Hire others.
Everything furnished. Beautiful
gift line. Send name for full details
and free useable samples to Studio
Girl Cosmetics, Party Division
MA-16 P. Glendale, California.

STRAWBERRIES, 25e A QUART.
ni23c
You pick 15e a quart using your
' For Rent or Sale
own container. Call PL 3-5500.
IN
SIT
SOMEONE TO BABY
Ky. Lake Oil Cu. . . PL 3-1323
m23c home. Hours 8:00 to 5:00. Phone
SIX ROOM HOUSE ON SOUTH
DRUG STORES
m25c 12th Street. Available July 1„ Call THREE-YEAR OLD HOUSE. Wil
Jobbers Shell Oil Products
PL 3-2203.
EXTRA NICE 3 BEDROOM Brick
'm24c rent or sell. Call PL 3-5232. m25p
PL 3-5947.
PL 3-2547
Scutt Drugs
house on Meadow Lane. Forced
CAREER
NT
PAINT STORES
MANAGEME
and
air gas heat, nice kitchen
room,
Applicants now ',wing interPAunt Store PL 3-3U8U dining area, large living
viewed for training program
Anst.ker to Yttaereny's
utility room, Li.t port. Owner is
GROCERY STOF:ES
CRO3T.VORD PUZZLZ
lea‘ing town.
leading to management posiOwens Food Market PL 3-461.3
9-King of
PRINTING
6 ROOM HOUSE at Kirksey on
— ACROS3
MOD M:1aii
tions in progressive consumer
beasts
Free Delivery Service
o r retired
large lot, excellent
01511201313 01010.4
I-Shut
111-Clt In Ohio
credit company. Earn an atPL 3-1916
Ldger & linaz
6-Long-legged
aaa
II
lID
11 - Snares
couple. $4500 full price.
tractive salary while learning.
bird
13-Soft drinks
filP3100
4 BEDROOM BRICK house on
11-Tcsts
16-Den
Outstanding employee benefits,
'
tr
lOWNI4dE10
12-Courtyards
19-Growing
large lot. 1103 Main Street, $12,HARDWARE STORES
plus rapid promotion, and a
MOW]
MOMM
RESTAURANTS
14-Sun tout
out of
4**
000, full price. Roberts Realty,
a- I tealy.nallun
you. If you
MIN
21-Biblical king
PRI
393
await
future
secure
Douglass Hdw., cur. 4th & Main
17-Ple.e fur one 24-Crown
OM
m23c
OR WM
PL 3-3892 phone PL 3-1651.
3..uttiziue heataurant
are between 21 and 30, have
13- Hail!
22-Scorches
.A1112 10.500142114":.
20-oottmet
29-Cltrua fruit
two years of college, and are
Ntao'•
ULU&
a2
(pl.)
1949 FORD TRACTOR AND plow.
willing to work herd to build
nickname
31-Melancholy
C21112 UgagM
PL 3-1227
Starks Hdw.
See Lampkins Motor Sales, 2nd
73-Shut
33-Lassoes
a career with a leading comaumfaun al:ammo
SERVICE STATIONS
.
S
CereMOIliel
26-Walk u easily
and Main or phone PL 3-4913.
UNITTV. WA t13(4
17-I tistriet.
pany,.come in and talk to Mr.
M.-Harbinger
m23c
Attorney
27-Told
INSURANCE
Sammons, or write to Friendly
Walton-Young Tex. PL 3-2810
(abbr.)
falsehood
11-tlastr..pod
Finance, Inc., 204 - So. 4th St.,
35-Coral 1-1.trois
41.Man's name 0-Compass
ALUMINUM AWNINGS, ANY
Frar, Melugin & Holton
mollusk
40-ApportIons
point
m23c
Murray.
ii Metal
NIt2r screen
storm
$0Aluminum
size.
or
color
43-Avoid
RENTAL
TER
TYPEWRI
I
32.Cauda
0-Beard
of
degree
46-Turkish
Gen. Insurance .... PL 3-3415
windows, two track or triple track,
apperotag•
grain
(abbr.)
regiment
34-Mellow
AND SERVICE
aluminum siding, thirteen colors. ESTABLISHED WATKINS Route
36-Pertaining
10
'9
V
7
Home Comfort Company, U.S. 641 available. For full details contact;
6
::.
3
to
14
bast
3
Ni 2
JEWELRY
PL 3-1916 Highway, Hazel, Kentucky, phone
Ledger & Tusies
211-Pantaa7
..f.
Eulice Muubray Mgr. 208 So. 16th
-Note of scale
41
••
m26c
tic St., Murray, Ky.
it
. 2
•
492-2502.
Furches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835
42- Cagie's nest
44-Satiate
17
16
TV SALES A SERVICE
45-11aeaw
14
.7.7:1:71 3j
LOTS ON CALLO WAY, RYAN,
47-Strainer
.,..
YOUNG MAN INTERESTED IN
and
city
Road,
Farm
sewer
LADIES READY TO WEAR
College
22
wrusalf
g
IR
lieil's TV & lief. Sci, . PL 3-5151
position.
59-Beer
water, $175000 to $6500. John budget managing and sale
ingredient
PL 3-4623
with
Littleton!
•,:,:"...27
26
m24c This is in a local concern
77:773
'
94
Pasco, PL 3-2649.
lob
12-Turk
23
province
national affiliation. Write, giving
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS
31
64 - French
29 ve:30
21
1956 ALLSTATE MOTOR CYCLE,. qualifications and sales experience
9 MENS CLOTHING
article
PL 3-1291 4 speed gear box, model No. 250.
Watkins Quality
65-Utterancs
32-L, Murray, Kentucky.
Box*
• ,. lia, . , .
to
=3*we"
:
ei.
:
!,
of grief
Eulice Moubray, Mgr.
PL 3-3234
Graham-Jackson
m23c
m24c
See at 1503 Main.
474
. 57 - Wo.odes pins
S24 AO
4.
37
0-Fat.
33 345
..Z
TWO BEDROOM BRICK, Living
20-Slaves
,,
.44
A3 At
room, dining room,- kitchen, den
, ,•,. . . .42
Al
DOWN
4.M.
with fireplace. Near Carter School.
1-Cowardly
AS 15..14 •
47
1
.:•!:
.
46
'
AS
3-Chtnes• nine
m24c
PL 3-2649.
MONUMENTS—MURRAY Marble
5
33 .4
4-Narrow
p..,52
l .
il:.
of
DELUXE C US HMAN EAGLE and Granite Works, builders
opening
cen6-Chemical
32
motor cycle. In excellent condi- fine memorials for over half
7
65
Dial
.
tury. Porter White, Manager.
li- compounditari •
juziel5c
••••:::
7-Symbol for
PL 3-2512.
4
tantalum
Vr9
3-Possessive
mature
Distr. by Lai
pf uil t.• LLD
strawON
TRY DAIRY QUEEN
At
berry shortcake. Its delicious!
main.
your Dairy Queen on West
m27c
Leda-- & Tunes .

anima City, Mo.,
itioning for Jack
*hind Truman

ty was named for
Eui, a prominent lawat the Battle of the

STS

I...

PL 3-1916

OIL DISTRIBUTORS

_ .•

are

—convenient
e city's finest
er Tavern and
bether you're
reek's stay, or
leratoa Hotel.

* ENDS
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TONITE *

Don Murray
"HOODLUM PRIEST'

-

Wednesday

AND

Thursday

. DESIRE CATCHES FIRE!

?NA LOLLOBRIGIDA
Pint BRASSEUR Marcelo MASTROIANKI
Mein MERCOURI Yrss MONTAN.

NOTICE

Have You Read Today's Sports?

you the same
that

George
CAPTIVATING, WHAT7—Canada's Governor General
escorts
P Vanier seems nothing less than captivated as he
wears a
Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy to dinner in Ottawa. She
sheath gown of heavy white silk with beaded bodice.

.2 WHERE THE HOT WINO BLOWS!

,a

PLUS * "MINT MEN"
Color Cartoon

111111111111•11•1111111•11111111MMIIIIIIIMIIMP'
5--23

Kelly
VOTE FOR AND SUPPORT

reB. McCuiston, candidate for
Murray
election es Magistrate of
m23p
District.

I

PARKING

WANTED

MagYOUR VOTE FOR ME FOR
Branistrate of Murray District.
may23c
don Dill.

night
int fin
anted pests.

by Ernie SushmIllthr

NANCY

MY CURVE IS BREAKIN.
PERFECTLY.)

D AN
PITCHE
BOY--I

AWFUL GAME SUNDAY--

ISVILLE

4

I HAD NOTHINGON THE BALL

ATTERSON
NUT NEAR FIFTH

111/0

•

•

MIAMI TO CHICAGO LIKE THIS — Hal Emmons, 3(1, feeds 7-month-old Kathy as wife
Do;ores, 20, sits on back of the motor scooter In Chicago after a five-day trip from
Miami, Fla. Kathy rode there In the tool box all the way, With feeding slope every four
hours. Note Kathy's toy tied on luggage in front. The couple said Kathy slept most of
the way, and they recommend the trip am "beautlfuL
.

bll Al OW

LIL, ABNER
•

7eCENTENNIAL Scums
The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

.}

MIZZUe;LE 1•1(.1FF MOOD FO'
-I 1.,L'ilt NOW ALL IN A
WEDDIN'rr— PLEASE LETA'BLUES N THE NIGHT"
TINY!!
ME SAVE
SHE4HAS
SHOOSI4!!
er;.',
------(GU/
x. ,jr,...._,...

(

E

North
"Zouave" lined up again 'Zcrzave" in 1861, Both Nor
and South had some militia modeled after popular
adornments of French parades. The original Zotiaves were Algerian
colonial troops distinguished for Latricate drill and spectacular
uniforms.
Chiefly reeponeible for the tonere fad in the U.S A. was Elmer
F.11sWorth, a showman who had turned • Zouave exhibition troupe
and toured the country with it for fees.
Ellsworth was to be one of the first casualties of the conflict. He
was shot down In May 1861, when he impulsively sought to teat•
Rebel flag from a tavern roof in Alexandria, Va.--Clark Kinnaird.

No.'15

A,

Ui TUC of R"
Elbiworth N e w
York "Fire lounye" In IRA!: red
cap, blur. Whet.
red trousers, yellow leggings.
Right: Banner of
another union
Zotrive reelno•nt
in New York,
front a contempor ar y encra‘Ing.
%%ikon, the colonel. via• a Ttuia.
many putiL,o.

Murray,

SECOND LE I= T.F.f--

P')SPOKEN
(-

WILSONS
, UNION'
"SOUAVE
BATALLIO
DEATH ,
TO
3ftISSIOnIST

HERE COME TH'CLIMNAIA!!
THAR'S STILL A SPLIT

• PO ON —N."I.
N.,.
11••••11••••• 11.04•••1. bib
fa, IN*. ON

AIME AN/ SLATS
be

it

WHY ARE WE
STOPPING HERE,
JOSH

....we.---.2fteriel2111110131111••••

by Rosbwit Van Buren
RUT,POP- WILL IT RUIN
EVERYTHING WHEN HE
FINDS OUT HOW
TERRIBLY RICH
I AM

A RISK 'IA GOTTA TAKE, AL.
yA MAN HAS
T' TAKE A CHANCE
THAT'S

WHEN HE DON'T KNOW VERY
MUCH ABOUT A TOMATO
EXCEPT HE'S NUTS
ABOUT HER;

L,C1.144.0)3br5_

*4
•

4

I
^

•

V

40

T./man

PAW! SIX

1100 Main St ; Miss Patricia Ann
Alexander. Route 1, Puryear. Tenn.;
Mrs. Robert Smith. 203 North 17th.;
Mrs. Leroy Phelps, Rt. 6, Bent'
40
Continued from Pager One
I Census - Adult
01, Master Kerry Lockhart, Almo;
7
; Census - Nursery
Mrs. F1oy.1 Parrow, HO 2, Hazel;
65
Adult Beds
Mrs. Ila Fisher. Benton; Buddy
old Gary went almost a mile to
15' Windsor, Rt. 1, Lynn Grove; Miss
Emergency Beds
bring help to his dad.
5
Patients admitted
Karen Higgins. Rt. 7. Benton.
He is survived by hg wife. Mrs.
0 .P:tients dismissed from Friday
Patients dismissed
Dulcie Miller Darnell, Lynn Grove
0
......
New COoens
tll:00 a. in. to Monday 800 s.
route one, father and mother; Mr.
Mattie McKinney, So. 9th.;
and Mrs. Toy W. Darnell. Lynn Patients rdmitted from Foday 8-00 ! Mrs.
.M:ss Linda West. Rt. 1. Lynn
Grove route one, one daughter; a. in. to Monday 8:00 a. rn.
Grove: Miss Edwina Kay Elkins,
Sondra Kay, age 5. two sons; RicMrs. Courtney Starks. 610 Broad; 109 South 11th ; Master Raodal
key. age 5. and Gary 4, and one
Miller, 500 Walnut; Adams. Rt. 6 Murray; Mrs. Ruth
sister, Mrs. Robert Holoway of Mrs: Maggie
Mrs. Billy Ray Thurman. Route 6; Engler, 212 3rd Ave.. Weauseau,
Sedalia.
Mrs. Kenneth Simmons and baby Wisc., George Lassiter, Rt. 2. ThoMr. Darnell was a member of
boy. 305 Woodlawn; Johnny Rose. mas Herron. Hazel. Mrs. Lucy HerChrist.
of
the Antioch Church
510 South 6th.; Mrs. Joe Miller. ron Hazel; Mrs. Clarence Eldridge.
Funeral services will be held there Route -1: Mrs James Erwin, 515 Rt. 1. Almo: Jess Steely, 503
Bro.
with
Wedrosday at 2700 p.m.
David Earl Mullins. Broad; Master Gary Powell, Rt.
South 8th
Harvey Elder and Bro. Henry Har- R: 3. Benton: Mrs. Jackie Cooper, 7, Benton, Mrs. Hobert Brandon,
Burial
gis conducting the rites.
508 North 5th Willie Earl Child- 1202 Sycamore; James Tapp. Gilwill be in the church cemetery.
ress. R: 1. Dexter; Mrs Roland tiertsville; Mrs. George SatterActive pallbearers are: aarkley Crider. 212 North 2nd.; Mrs. Owen white. Rt 5: Albert Martin. Ash
Jones. Douglas Jones. Preston Hen -lerson and baby girl- Rt. 1. , St., Mrs. James Farris and baby
Harris. Howard Paschall. James Hardin; Cohen Stubblefield, 101 'boo.
y Rt. 2. Farmington; Mrs. Wil
Sycamore, Mrs. Clarence Jones. ham Futrell and baby girl, R:
T. Holoway. and Clifton Rogers.
Friends may call at the Max Rt. 5. Benton: Mrs. Tennie Colson, I 5: Mrs. Francis Gibson and baby
Churchill Funeral Horne which has 1608 Hamilton; Mrs Oman Evans, boy. Rt. 5; Johnny Rose, 510 South
721 Poplar; Mrs. Leland Peeler, 6th : Walter Polly. 516 Whitnell,
charge of the arrangements.
Ranze Lynch, Rt. 1. Benton; Mrs.
J M. Marshall. Hazel, Mrs. Walter
Bray. 1005 Elm. Benton; Mn. Glen
Barnett, Box 107 Hazel, Mrs. Ten roe Colson, 1608 Hamilton; Mrs.
J..rnes Erwin, 515 South 8th.

ifurrav Hospital

Felix ...

TUESDAY -MAY 23, 19R1
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WEEKEND SPECIALS

I

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
silt) - srq - $399
ALSO ONE TABLE

DRESS PANTS
RI'}! $7.99

Mens

Straw

HATS

'5.00

Kentucky News
Briefs

. Mena Archdale Short

'1.99 to '5.99

Sleeve
LEXINGTON, Ky PT - A U.S.
District Court grand jury Monday
indicted three Frankfort men on
charges of operating a handbook.
Tillam Charles Shy. Kenneth L.
(Monk, Roberts. and Edw ar d
Short Collar. Button Down
Ueltschi were named in Ike of the
last of 20 indictments returned by
Collar or Tab Collar
:he panel before it was dismissed
until June 12. No trial dates were
set for the three.

DRESS SHIRTS

'2.99

Worth of Merchandise to be
Given Away Thursday

designed Morrison chapel on the

Transylvarua College campus at I
Lexington and the Jefferson Coon,ty Courthouse at Louisville.
!
The home of Confederate Gen '
Albert Sidney Johnston at Maystile I., open as a shrine
--

CANVAS
OXFORDS
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seven years since the U S Supreme Court deSEVEN YEARS Of INTIORATION-It's been
is
unconstitutional, and this glance at the saws- I
schools
public
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segregation
cision that
areas, none at all in some. Perhaps Washing- I
most
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done
been
has
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best record, 52,000 integrated. (Cerstra1 Presail,,
has
whites,
outnumber
pegroes
ton, where

SPORT COATS
119.99 & '35.00
One Table Children's

SHOES

1ST PRIZE- - - - $9500 MERCHANDISE
2ND PRIZE •- - - $1500 MERCHANDISE
3RD PRIZE - - - - $100 MERCHANDISE
Start registering at 12 o'clock, drawing at
5 o'clock. You do not have to be present

'3.00 pr.
For

THURSDAY
ONLY
New Shipment 4 yd.

DRESS
LEIGTHS
Reg.

to win. Register one time only, age 6 to

FOR THURSDAY ONLY

WHITE GOODS SPECIAL

in White, Black and

White, Black and Bone

Beige

$2.99

$3.99 to'$5.-99

98 Value

$1.00

'6.99 to 1 15.99

FLATS

IL

White. Black and White
and Black Patent. Size
53 to 4C in this group.

- At 5 O'clock -

One Table

STATE PRIDE SHEETS

PRINTS

81 X 108
$1.98
DOUBLE FITTED
81 X 99 __
$1.89
TWIN FITTED _
$189
42X72X108
36 Pll LOW CASE _ _ 49` EA.

3 yds. $1.00

One Table Printed

PONGEE
980 yd.

One Table Bates Printed
or Solid Color

MATERIALS
$1.29 yd.

Men's and Boys

One Table Ladies

CANVAS

FLATS

OXFORDS

ALUMINUM
OUTDOOR
FURNITURE
a..$7.88 c„, $4.88 \2.99 & $3.99
White - Blue - Brown or
Charcoal. Sizes 6 to 12

Reg. 69e

roR

THURSDAY ONLY
One Table

PRINTS
Reg. 79e

2 yds. $1.00
One Table Spring and
Summer

MATERIALS ,
790 & 890 yd.
One Big Table
Dan River

AND

SANDALS
White - Black and Beige

and 3 to 6

C.;:rroN WNIMIAININ
SOYOOL WAS kW"
1,0 NAS 10 INTIGeAnatt
IN NEW MOM SCNOOt

Men's Summer

Ladies

The Old State Howe at, Frank
TV is an . architectural gem, the
w&li of Kentucky's greatest architect. Gideon Shyock. who also

stands by the X-13 rocket
TEST PILOT Joseph A. Walker
Below: The X•13
plane at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.
the air from • bomber.
in
dropped
toorig
by
!,:rv.ey
ur.,
'a
g

DRESS PANTS

Ladies

WASHINGTON lIE - Agriculture Secretary Orville L. Freeman
today lifted grazing restrictions
temporarily on certain land on 13
western Kentucky counties where
floods na v e seriously disrupted
normal grazing.
Freeman said livestock grazing
will oe permitted on lands under
,Io• conservation reserve and on
acreages diverted under the new
emergency feed grain program.
Today's action follows a request
:rum Gov. Bert T Combs of Kentucky- asking that grazing be permitted on lands taken out of proloction under these two federal
4zrograms in the flood-stricki7
ntucky counties.
n
Under the feed grain program.
.and to be diverted from produe-ion this year may be grazed until
Ine closing of the signup period,
I which in Kentucky is June 1.
Under normal circumstances afo...r the end of the slipup period,
nu use can be made of this land,
I including grazing use. However.,
,iinty agriculture stabilization
.nd conservation committees in
,he western Kentucky area have:
been authorized to permit grilling:
beyond the signup on diverted
feed . grain acreage, if needed,
I
without forfeiture of payment.

I

Mena Summer

SUITS
129.99 - '34.99 - '55

100.

Restrictions
On Grazing
Are.Lifted

Nikita
1041tUSNOIEV PLANE 113PINEDY TALKS--„Scrviet Premier John
President
Knrushebev announces his plans for meeting
Briush Trade
F Kennedy as be gestures to reporters at the
In Vienna June 3
Fair in Moscow Th• conference, to be held
discussions with French
and 4. will follow the President's
so June 2.
President Charles de Ceaull• in Pans, May 31

$50.00

SPORT SHIRTS
$2fi6 or 2for $500
Mens Summer

Large Selection
Mens Wool and Dacron

$1.99

PRINTS
- AND -

GINGHAMS
980 yd.
One Table Solid or
Printed

LINENS
$1.98 yd.

BELK SETTLE
COMPANY

We Are Open All Day Thursday and Saturday Nights 'Til 8:00 P.M.
THIS IS FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

